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The island of North Uist lies in the centre of the Outer Hebrides. It is characterised by a
‘drowned’ landscape, created by a mix of fresh water lochans and tidal saltwater inlets. Higher
ground is covered by a patchwork of moorland peatbogs, heather clad hills and steep sea
cliffs, whilst the western margins are defined by long swathes of pristine white sandy beaches
and extensive areas of nutrient rich ‘machair’ - a Gaelic word referring to the fertile grassland
plain just inshore of the coastal dunes complex. To the north it is separated from Harris by a
narrow sea strait, whilst to the south it is linked by drivable causeways to Benbecula and
South Uist, the whole area being a paradise for birds and wildlife.
Save for the towering and isolated St Kilda archipelago, which is sometimes visible over 40
miles offshore, this trip would take us to the remote north-western realms of the British Isles.
Our aims were to enjoy the birds and wildlife of this wild and beautiful island, as well as take
in some of the local cultural and historical highlights.
Joining us were Rita Broadbent, Chris and Anne Cody, Mick and Angie Edwards, Harry and
Valerie Kelly, Keith and Liz Reynolds and Kate Watson, with Lance and Nick as the Birding
Abroad guides.

Thursday 9 June: Group members all assembled in Inverness the previous evening, travelling
north from England by various methods of transport including car, train and even by air! By
staying overnight in a local hotel, we were soon on the road after breakfast. With our 9-seater
vehicles loaded, as we set off on a drive of just over one hour and a half westward through
highland glens to the Kyle of Lochalsh. The weather was fine and the scenery quite stunning,
with verdant hills and valleys; Scotland’s countryside truly is special. A couple of soaring Red
Kites were logged and with windows down at brief stops at traffic lights, several Willow
Warblers were heard in song. During a comfort break in the Kyle of Lochalsh, we were notified
by a text message that our scheduled ferry crossing from Skye to North Uist had been
cancelled due to a technical problem! This was not the sort of news we relished but all was
not lost and following a quick phone call to Calmac, we were soon re-routed. So, instead of
journeying across Skye for the ferry from Uig as intended, we would now take the ferry from
Mallaig to Lochboisdale. This involved a rather circuitous route via Fort William, where we
had a pleasant café lunch, and then on towards the port town of Mallaig. Here after a short
walk around the harbour to stretch our legs and scan through the numerous European Herring
Gulls, we finally boarded the evening ferry to Lochboisdale on South Uist. With our vehicles
safely stowed, we made our way to the viewing deck to check what birds were present. As
we sailed away several Black Guillemots were sitting on the sea, one taking flight to reveal its
characteristic white shoulder patches. Most spectacular of all was an adult White-tailed Seaeagle which flew directly towards and over the starboard side of the boat, giving the group
the most spectacular views any of us had ever had of this species. After the trials of the ferry
change, this was a nicely timed tribulation. As we headed into the deeper water of the Sea of
the Hebrides - a designated Marine Protected Area, the numbers of sea birds began to pick
up, with Manx Shearwaters predominating. Many small groups were sitting on the water
whilst chains of birds sheared over the waves. We estimated a minimum of 500 birds present,
alongside 70 Northern Fulmars and 25 Northern Gannets. The waters here are renowned as
a feeding and passage area for cetaceans, so it was a real pleasure to see a pod of six Common
Dolphins come close to the boat. Their slender streamlined bodies with a dark top and broad
pale yellowish stripe along the anterior flanks, showed well as they surfaced in coordinated
leaps in and out of the water. A Bottle-nosed Dolphin and a Harbour Porpoise added to the
interest, whilst a blow or ‘spout’ spraying from distant waves revealed the presence of a
whale but nothing more on this occasion. Black-legged Kittiwakes were omni-present, with
100 or more recorded on the crossing. Common Guillemots and Razorbills regularly flew past,
affording us the opportunity to inspect their contrasting features and completing the auk mix,
a few Atlantic Puffins were also noted. With so much sea bird activity, it was no surprise when
two Great Skuas passed by, powerful and menacing but majestic all the same, as well as a few
graceful Arctic Terns. At least four European Storm-petrels were seen, though each rather
briefly as they whizzed between the troughs of the sea swell.
As we were going to be arriving too late for our planned meal at the hotel, we took the
opportunity to eat on board. Once ashore in Lochboisdale we travelled on, via the main road
north across South Uist and Benbecula, eventually reaching our hotel in Lochmaddy on North
Uist. The evening light during the drive was still bright enough for us to notice a hunting Short-

eared Owl and a herd of 50 Mute Swan on a coastal loch. Once checked-in, we retired ready
for the next day’s adventures.
Friday 10 June: A very wholesome Scottish breakfast saw us ready and energised for our first
full day in the field. The weather was overcast with intermittent showers, but with so much
to be seen we were eager to explore the island. We began by driving along a minor road out
towards the north-east of the island. Both saltwater and freshwater lochs either side of us
with remote moorland beyond formed the backdrop to a wild, remote vista. The local
breeding waders were active, with numerous Eurasian Oystercatchers, Common Ringed
Plovers, Eurasian Curlews, Common Snipe and Common Redshank all noted. More unfamiliar
as breeding birds were a pair of Common Greenshank, the birds still displaying, their aerial
songs ringing though the air. It was nice to see Common Gulls at a breeding colony, for most
of us not a familiar sight. Hooded Crows and Common Ravens passed over regularly, and
Meadow Pipits and Northern Wheatears were carrying food back to hungry youngsters. Out
on the water, Grey-lag Geese and Common Eiders also had chicks.
As distances are never too far on the island, it was only a short drive to the Committee Road,
where the raptor viewpoint was our next stop. Here we scanned the surrounding hillsides,
where Common Kestrel and Eurasian Buzzard were noted, and then a splendid White-tailed
Sea-eagle came over, a sub-adult, aged perhaps at three years old. Single Whimbrel and
Eurasian Golden Plover flew over, the former probably a late northbound migrant, the latter
possibly a local breeder.

Our picnic lunch was taken overlooking Valley Strand, sheltered from the wind by a belt of
coniferous trees as we overlooked the sandy bay. A few Dunlins fed along the shore, and four
Little Terns were watched hunting the shallow waters. Soon the cry went up of “Otter”.
Unfortunately, it was only seen by a couple of the group in one of the creeks, and despite
patient searching it seemingly disappeared as quick as it had appeared. One for another day!
Amongst the local breeding waders were another two pairs of Common Greenshank, so we
watched these birds again in aerial display. A Common Cuckoo gave nice views, singing and
perched along the woodland edge, a species which is still doing well here on the Outer
Hebrides.

We then made our way back northwards to an area near Newton. Here a flock of 30 Bar-tailed
Godwits was feeding and another pair of Common Greenshank were clearly settled in for
breeding. A male and a female Hen Harrier were without doubt a notable sighting and by the
end of the day, we were gradually acclimatising to the commoner bird life of the island.
For those with an interest in wildflowers, three varieties of orchid were noted during the day:
Early Marsh, Northern Marsh and Heath Spotted, all quite lovely to see.
It had been a good start to the trip, and all too soon we were enjoying a lovely evening meal
and a few drinks back at the hotel.
Saturday 11 June: After breakfast, we followed the narrow road with plentiful passing places
along the edge of Loch Portain, a wide sea loch amidst a landscape of smaller freshwater
lochans. The weather was overcast with occasional showers and a strong breeze – quite

bracing for June! Whilst conditions were challenging, the undoubted highlight of the morning
was a pair of Red-throated Divers, here on their breeding grounds, in full summer attire, and
simply stunning. A male Hen Harrier ghosted by, and a Merlin dashed past, the latter rather
surprisingly being our only sighting of the trip.
We headed south to Benbecula and were treated to nice views of the island’s star bird, Rednecked Phalarope, a bright female on this occasion, one of only a few pairs to breed in Britain.
The terrain here supports good numbers of breeding waders, and we were able to watch
displaying Dunlin, a couple of Eurasian Golden Plovers, as well as more numerous Common
Snipe, some of which were ‘drumming’, Common Redshanks, Eurasian Curlews and Northern
Lapwings. Over the shallow grassy fringed lochs, both Common and Arctic Terns were
feeding, and colonies of Common Gulls already had chicks.
In the afternoon after a picnic lunch, we headed back north to the Sollas area, spending a
relaxing time overlooking the broad white sandy beaches of the sweeping bay near Grenitote.
A couple of Twite here, as shown below, were our first of the trip.

The weather had not improved, but the forecast was for drier and brighter weather during
the evening, so we returned to Lochmaddy and had an earlier evening meal. Afterwards, we
took a drive to the Newton area, where we again watched a variety of waders and a hunting
Short-eared Owl before returning to the hotel for the evening.
Sunday 12 June: A pre-breakfast stroll around Lochmaddy resulted in nice views of Redpolls,
by now a daily occurrence, their buzzing song flights being unfamiliar to those living further

south in Britain. The weather was again grey to start with, but it began to clear through the
morning. At the raptor viewpoint on the Committee Road, an hour scanning produced nice
views of both male and female Hen Harriers, White-tailed Sea-eagle, several Eurasian
Buzzards and a couple of Short-eared Owls. Quite a spectacle in all.
Following the road south-west, we spent time in brighter weather along the Locheport road
where the lochans held Tufted Ducks, Red-breasted Mergansers, Common Shelducks,
Common Eiders (the females beginning to ‘creche’ their young), and numerous Grey-lag
Geese.
The main focus of the day was a boat trip out of Kallin harbour on board the Lady Anne. As
we approached the harbour a lovely Eurasian Golden Plover was poised right by the side of
the road. The skipper and his one-man crew briefed us on the route we would take and then
we set off in calm and quite lovely sunny weather, ideal in fact for sailing and observing the
birds.

Several Common Seals sat basking on rocks and then a couple of close Red-throated Divers
were followed by at least four pairs of stunning Black-throated Divers, each of which allowed
a close approach as they fed in one of the shallow straits. What a fantastic start! European
Shags were noted sitting on rocky outcrops, far outnumbering a few Great Cormorants
alongside. Ten Black Guillemots were counted as we navigated a circular route around the
island of Ronay, complete with its towering cliffs on the west side. A pair of White-tailed Seaeagles were nesting nearby, and one magnificent adult approached the boat very closely to
take a dead fish, providing us all with our closest ever view of this impressive raptor. The
skipper then drew the boat alongside a small Arctic Tern colony, which also gave fabulous
views. Golden Eagles are resident hereabouts, so it was pleasing to note an adult soaring
overhead, its shape and flight behaviour quite different to that of the ‘sea-eagle’. Groups of
Red Deer were roaming the heather clad hills of Ronay, again an evocative sight as the boat
continued around the island, a trip of just over two hours full of wonderful birds, wildlife,
scenery and being at one with nature.
After thanking the crew, we made for Balranald, the main RSPB reserve situated in the northwestern area of North Uist. The approach roads were bounded on each side by attractive
freshwater lochans, where Whooper Swans, a pair and a single, were summering and perhaps
breeding.

One or two Whooper Swan often spend the summer at or near Balranald

Water Rail was heard and new birds for the trip included Little Grebe and Gadwall. A single
Corncrake began calling its distinctive rasping call but sadly remained hidden within the cover
of an iris bed. A short walk around the sandy bay at Hougharry enabled us to see several
waders feeding on the seaweed strewn sands, including groups of 40 Sanderling, fewer Dunlin
and two Ruddy Turnstone. We returned to the hotel after a very satisfying days bird watching,

which included seven each of White-tailed Sea-eagle and Hen Harrier in the log call. We
enjoyed another lovely evening meal offering full compliments to the chef; the meal being
really top notch.

Monday 13 June: The grey weather returned once more but still we soldiered on. Heading
towards Clachan, we noticed Short-eared Owls were much in evidence with six counted
before we turned north towards Balranald, our destination for the morning where we hoped
to further explore the wide variety of habitats. Walking out to Aird an Runair, we noticed a
Great Northern Diver diving just offshore, whilst a second bird flew by, our only ones of the
visit. Another two or three weeks earlier, there would have been many more no doubt, as
they collect here prior to heading off to Iceland and beyond. Arctic Terns were fishing in good
numbers too whilst lines of Manx Shearwaters were passing with a large group also settled
on the sea. Auks too raced past, including several Razorbills and we were delighted when a
couple of Little Terns and a Great Skua joining in. A small party of Twite showed nicely again
on the short turf-like grass, a species many of us see only infrequently, so they are always a
welcome sight. Rock Pipits fed along the shore and a family party of Common Shelduck were
nestled amongst the rocks. During our visit, the weather had perhaps been responsible for a
lack of bird song from species such as Corn Bunting, but here a couple finally perched out for
us to enjoy in full song.
Journeying on, we climbed the hill track near Hosta to the St. Kilda viewpoint. Unfortunately,
the cloudy weather precluded us from getting a view of the distant iconic archipelago, but we
could see the much closer Monach Islands, home to large sea bird colonies.

Our al fresco lunch was taken near Grenitote, where a Corncrake began to call loudly, soon
joined by a second bird. Patient waiting finally resulted in one of the birds giving up its position
and showing itself as it ran along the base of a stone wall. There were perhaps three birds in
the vicinity, though it is sometimes difficult to be sure as the birds move around quite quickly
and seem to be able to throw their voices at times.
After lunch we made our way to Berneray island. Here amongst the magnificent machair, we
watched from a sensible distance the Arctic Terns at a breeding colony, the birds noisily
defending their nests against any suspected predators. They passed close overhead giving
amazing views. The nearby mudflats held at least 30 Bar-tailed Godwits, all still grey looking,
and most likely first-summer birds, not yet ready to head to the Arctic tundra and possibly
going to stay around for just a few weeks. A short stroll along West Beach on Berneray is a
must-do activity, and we duly enjoyed a short break absorbing the splendid coastal scenery,
which has a wild beauty of its own. A pair of Twite gave very close views, the male engaging
in a short song flight. The weather remained drier and less breezy and Short-eared Owls
continued to appear, and we totted up at least 12 birds for the day. A Common Sandpiper
was noted on a stream en-route back to the hotel late afternoon, as was another pair of Hen
Harriers.

Tuesday 14 June: We woke to another rather drab day with drizzle but again we were not to
be put off and began the day with a walk to Barpa Langais, the best-preserved Neolithic
chambered burial cairn in the Outer Hebrides. About 25 metres in diameter and containing
thousands of stones, it is thought to have served as a communal tribal resting place, not just

for a single leader but for prominent local people over many years. It was fascinating to
consider how the communities of 5,000 years ago lived and worked on this barren land. Even
today with all the benefits of the modern age, life is not easy and much remains to be
discovered about these ancient structures and the people that built them.

Barpa Langais may look like a pile of stones, but it is an important archaeological relic
From there it was just a short drive and walk out onto the moorland beyond the Langass Lodge
hotel to see the Pobull Fhinn stone circle. The name loosely translates as ‘Finn’s People’,
thought to be a reference to the mythical Gaelic hero Fion mac Cumhaill, though again much
is still to be learned about the true people who built this structure around 2,000 BC, one of
many such stone circles across the northern islands of Scotland. The moorland edge held a
family party of Common Stonechats, several Northern Wrens (here of the sub species
hebridensis) and Northern Wheatear but best of all was a majestic male Hen Harrier which
made repeated hunting passes close to the group during the hour or so we were there.
European Robin, Blackcaps and Siskin were in the small coniferous wood here and a Common
Whitethroat held territory in scrub sheltered by the wood.
We decided to have a welcome coffee break and rest at the Langass Lodge hotel and once
suitably warmed up and dried out, we set off again, driving south along the causeway over to
Benbecula. Here we again visited the area where Red-necked Phalaropes had chosen to
breed. Fabulous views were savoured of three birds in total, all thought to be females, which
occasionally came very close, feeding on the water in characteristic phalarope style. We also
saw them in flight as the birds moved around the weedy edges of the loch seeking insects
from the water surface and also interacting with one another, their breeding season

presumably about to commence. Other waders were also displaying around us, the most
impressive being the Dunlins, their buzzing flight song ringing through the air. Our picnic lunch
was taken here, braving the elements, but amidst some wonderful birdlife.

The Red-necked Phalaropes maintains a small and isolated population in the Outer Hebrides

A visit to the famous Hebridean Smoke House was next on our itinerary, an opportunity to
stock up on some of the high-quality produce offered there. Venturing on to the area where
we had seen the Corncrake the day before proved less successful this time as the birds stayed
quiet in the still rather drab weather.
Once back at Lochmaddy, we set off for a walk around the local coastal bays in search of
Eurasian Otter. At least two pairs of Redpolls were displaying not far from our hotel as we
walked down to the rocky channels and islets at the edge of the sea ( via a rather wobbly
suspension bridge!) to an area well known as a favoured site for this popular mammal. With
patience and a bit of luck of course, we duly found one, swimming offshore, surfacing as if to
“watch us, watching it”, before it disappeared without further trace. Such a fabulous creature
to see. Here too were several Arctic Skuas, searing over at great pace scouring the lochs and
land for prey. A flurry of agitated activity from the local Hooded Crows and Common Ravens
indicated something was happening; the focus of their attention turned out to be a Golden
Eagle soaring over the nearby hills, another great end to the day.
Wednesday 15 June: Our last day saw us having another hearty Scottish breakfast and with
our ferry due to sail at 11:45, we had time to take a walk locally. Some members of the group

went back to the Eurasian Otter site and were duly rewarded with another sighting. Others
took a wander around Lochmaddy itself to soak up the Hebridean vista for the last time on
this tour. We thanked our hosts at the hotel, especially the hotel chef who was truly excellent,
his dishes being in our view worthy of a top rating and on a par with many better-known
establishments in Britain.
The ferry sailed on time, and the crossing to Uig in Skye producing some nice seabirds. Arctic
Terns, Great Skua and Manx Shearwaters were all seen, with five European Storm-petrels
being the clear highlight. The drive across Skye was as always enjoyable, the stunning island
being very different from North Uist. Once over the famous bridge to the mainland at Kyle of
Lochalsh, it took another couple of hours to reach Inverness. Here the tour came to an end,
and we all said our farewells.
Thanks go to all the group members for making it such an enjoyable and memorable trip, and
to Keith for securing the photograph of the Red-necked Phalarope! We were unlucky that the
weather had not been kind to us, but nevertheless the birds and wildlife which were our main
priority were all still seen and the experience of being on the Outer Hebrides still has a certain
magic. The rugged, desolate beauty of the islands can seem quite inhospitable at times,
especially when the weather is rather inclement. At the same time, it’s worth remembering
that the diverse and rare wildlife thrives due in part to this remoteness. Long may the local
people live in harmony with the birds and wildlife. Visitors like us are always welcome. “Failte
gu Uibhist a Tuath” or “Welcome to North Uist” say the road signs in Gaelic. We did feel that
welcome, and one day we will return, and hopefully to find the island’s beauty and wildlife
still intact and flourishing.

A traditional way of life fast disappearing

Our Otter watching spot near Lochmaddy

